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It is the purpose of this paper to consider the existence and oscillation of the real solutions of a linear differential equation of the second order /ix d2u
(1) ^x2+q(x,\)u = 0 (a<i^6), subject to the self-adjoint boundary conditions %u(a)+ß0u(a) = y0u'(b) + S(iu(b),
axu(a) + ßxu(a) = yxu'(b) + 8xu(b), a0ßx-ß0ax = y08x~S0yx, where the real coefficients a0, ß0, y0, SQ and ax, ßx, yx, Sx are not proportional. The function q(x, X) is assumed to be continuous in (x, X) for all real values of X when x lies in (a, b) and to increase steadily with X in such a way that (3) lim q(x, X) = -oo, lim q(x, X) = + oo.
A=-oo K-+00
We lay aside the trivial solution u = 0. Sturm considered the problem under the special boundary conditions (4) aQu'(a)+ßl)u(a) = 0, yxu'(b) + 8xu(b) = O.f
Mason $ has proved the existence of an infinite number of values of X furnishing a solution, when q(x, X) has the form \A(x) -g(x), and has given also an oscillation theorem for the special conditions [April q(x, X) for the conditions (5) except that a certain uniqueness of the values X is not proved. The method of this paper is like Bôcher's,-being based on «ertain theorems due to Sturm. § 1. Condition for a solution.
In order to have a convenient notation let us write
Furthermore we assume
as we may, since we can change either a0, ß0, yQ, SQ, or ax, ßx, yx, 8X by a constant factor.* We now obtain an explicit condition that I shall be a value of X for which there is a solution of (1), (2). Determine u0(x, X), ux(x, X) as the solutions of (1) for which
These equations fix u0, u'0,ux,u'x at x = a, and hence determine u0 and ux.
We readily find that
for the left-hand member reduces to u'Q ux -u[ u0 = constant, and this constant. must be -1 by (8). Also we have
since here also the left-hand member reduces to u'0ux -u'xu0. The necessary and sufficient condition that there exista a aolution u =\b 0 when X = I is that tb(l) = 0, where
In fact the solutions u0 and wt of (1) are linearly independent by (8), and therefore we may write any solution m of (1) in the form coMo+ci?r If this expression be substituted for u in the conditions (2), we obtain, after sim-
this is not possible. In this case the conditions are of the Sturmian type (4) and we do not need to treat this case.
plifying by means of (8),
These two equations are linear in c0 and cx ; a solution u ^ 0 which satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) will therefore exist if and only if the determinant
vanishes. By means of (10) for x = b, this identity reduces to (11). § 2. Simple and double solutions.
A value I of X for which a solution u ^ 0 of (1), (2) exists is said to be simple if all the solutions are linearly dependent : if, however, there exist two linearly independent solutions of (1), (2) for X = I, the value I is said to be double. The necessary and sufficient condition that \ = l is a double value is that
In fact two linearly independent solutions of (1), (2) exist if and only if the elements of the determinant ef>(\) given by (13) all vanish. The question now arises : How does 4>(\) behave at simple and double values ? It is the object of this section to show that cb ( X ) changes sign at a simple value of X and preserves its sign at a double value.
It is essential first to derive some formulas. Let us change X to X = X + S\ ;
all functions f of X will then change to f = f+ Sf. The function Su0(x, X) fulfills the conditions
the equation (15) being obtained by subtracting from one another the equations satisfied by uu and S , while the equations (16) are a consequence of the fact that u0(a, X) and u'0(a, X), as determined from (8), are independent of X. A like set of equations holds for Sux(x, X). From the non-homogeneous linear differential equation (15) and the conditions (16), the function Su0(x, X) can be explicitly obtained ; we have 
rom (17) and (18) we get
and in like manner one can prove
We are now in a position to consider the sign of cb near a value I of X for which cb = 0.
We first take the case when I is a simple value. By means of (11) 
It is our purpose to investigate the sign of Scb for small S\ by the aid of this formula.
The integrand on the right is the product of two factors, the second of which, Sq ( f, X ), has the sign of 8X, since q ( f, X ) by hypothesis increases with X. As the quantity SX becomes smaller, ü0 and üx approach w0 and ux, and the first factor of the integrand approaches a homogeneous quadratic form in w0(£,-X) and «,(£, X) which is obtained when we replace w0(£, X) and «,(£, X) by ua(%, ^) an<l Mi(f » *■) respectively.
The discriminant of this quadratic form is
If here we substitute the value
which vanishes at X = I by (11) since eb(l) = 0.
Now it is clear that the three coefficients of the form are not zero except at a double value; otherwise with the aid of (10) we derive equations (14). Also the functions u0 and w, are linearly independent.
Thus as X tends to a value I, the limit of the first factor of the integrand is an expression of definite sign for a = £ = 6, the same as that of 3IQ[u0(b, I) we find that for X = I
Substitute these values in (10), taking X = X, and we find Let rf now tend to zero. Then we infer
Since 0(0=0 these relations, combined with (10) when i = ¿, show that I would then be a double value, contrary to hypothesis. \<lx SX2 = l2 <X3 <l3 = \ = lt<\-., lb ix < X, < l2 = \ = l3 < x3 < it = x4 = lb < x5 ■ •., II. X, s z, <x2 </2 21X3SI /3<x4 <z4 Si x5..., ll6 ix s x, sé i2 <x2<i3£ \ = it <\ <i5^ x,....
Proof.
Clearly u0 is the only solution of (1) (save for a constant factor) which satisfies the first condition (25), and if the second of these conditions is also to be fulfilled, we must have Mn[m0(6, X)] =0.
Hence we see that If there exist additional values I in some double interval (X , X +2), there will be at least four, since eb(X ) and eb(X +2) have the same sign.
If there is no double value, there must at least two'simple values fall within one of the intervals (X , X+1 ) or (X +1, X +2), at which 8cb/SX is of opposite signs. But this is impossible since by the last section 8ef>/8X has at all such values within one interval the sign of 3f0[u0(b, X)], which is invariable within the interval.
On the other hand if a double value exists, it must fall at X+1 by (14); then cb in the neighborhood of X+1 is negative by §2.
Other values I besides the double value would then imply at least two roots I existing in ( X , X +1 ) or ( X +1, X +2 ), inasmuch as cb ( X ) and cb ( X +2 ) are negative. This is impossible, as we have just seen. Thus the first point is proved, and the second and third may be treated in the same manner. § 4. Discrimination between the four sub-cases.
We have Case I or Case II according as Mx [u0(b, Xx) ] >0 or Mx [u0(b, X, ) ] <0, and under each of these subcase a or 6 according as <b is of the same sign as Mx [tifb, Xx)] or of opposite sign, for large negative X. This is evident from (30).
It remains now to determine the sign of these quantities. SignofMx[u0(b, Xx) ].
We have M0[u0(b, X)] =0 for X = Xx but not for X < Xr By theorems of Sturm* m0(x, X) does not vanish for a <cc < 6 and X = XX. There are four sub-cases :
(1) «0#o,7o + o.
Since y0u'0(b, \) + Sgu0(b, Xx) = 0, we have by (7) i
But u0(b, Xx) has the same sign as u0(a, X,) = a0. Hence the sign of Mx [m0(6, X,)] is that ofajy0.
(2) «0*0, 7ü=0.
Here we have u0(b, Xx) = 0, and u'0(b, X,) will have the opposite sign to uQ(a, Xx) = <x0. Therefore the sign of Mx [«"(6, Xf)] is that of-«07r
(3) «0 = 0,7" + 0.
Here, as in case (1), '0 But u0(b, X,) has the same sign as u'0(a, Xx)= -ß0 since u0(a, Xx)= a0= 0.
The sign of Mx [m0(6, Xf) j ia that qf-ßjy0, (4) «0 = 0, 7o = 0.
Here, as in case (2),^¡
where «ó(^» \) ^ ÜW sign opposite to u'0(a, Xx)= -ß0 since u0(a, Xx) = 0 and w0(6, X,) = 0. The aign ofMx[u0(b, Xx)] is that of -ß^.
Sign of eb(X) for large negative X.
It remains to determine the sign of (b(X) for large negative X. Let us assume first that a0 + 0. We have, in view of the relation (10) between the solutions of (1), the equation It is then apparent that eb(X) has the sign of (a0yt -70ai)w¿(o, X)/«0 when X is large, if a0yx -7,,«, ={= 0. But u'0(b, X) has the sign of u0(a, X) = alj. Hence for large negative X the sign of <p ( X ) is that of (a0yx -y0ax), provided that aQyx -y0ax +-0.
If a0 = 0, the above statement remains true. In this case we express u0(x, X) in terms of ux(x, X) since ax 4= 0.
Let us next attend to the case where aayx -70a1 = 0 but a0=\= 0. In this case we transform the second of conditions (2) so that a, = yx = 0 by linear combination.
Furthermore we choose a multiplier so that (7) also holds, whence ßx = l/a0,Sx = l/y<x. When these values of a,, ßx, y,, Sx are substituted in (31) we get
(1 Cb dx 1 \ 3*(6'X)+J" £^mU°{b>X)+u^b-X))
rb dx + H[^x)pw»(6'x)-2-Now m0(6, X), u'0(b, X) have the same sign as u0(a, X) = a0. Therefore by (32), for large negative X, cb ( X ) has the sign of a0y0 in the case a0yx -7^ = 0, a0 +. 0, if the second condition of (2) is so chosen that «i=0, ßx = \, 7l = 0, 8,-^.
Finally let us consider the case where a0yx -yQax = 0 and a0= 0. In this case a.x is not zero since aQßx -ß0ax = 1.
By symmetry it appears that for large negative X, cb(X) has the sign of -axyx if both aQyx -y0ax = 0 and aQ = 0.
